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Molten Armor is an action tower defense game with a non-linear story in sci-fi setting!
Command defenses and stop hordes of enemies! Fight on land, sea and in the skies!

Decisions taken in the heat of battle will change the course of the war.

The history of the game unfolds on a remote planet Marina - one of the colonies of the Earth Empire, the conflict on which
turned into a full-fledged long-term struggle for influence, territory and wealth of the planet. In the game you will take on the
role of the brave commander of the defensive unit, who, in the course of the game, will often need to make a difficult choice.
What will your decisions lead to - only time will tell, and now is the time to stop the enemy with the firepower of your turrets!

 Nonlinearity - depending on your choices, different scenarios will be opened with unique levels - besides visual
differences (cities, deserts, snow-covered forests), you can take part in a sea battle, escape from enemies on the train
through the desert and go on a bomber flight, shooting enemies from all sides.

 Story - your decisions will influence not only the war itself but will also change fates of your squad mates. They can
leave your squad, die or join enemy ranks, thus leading you to one of four endings.
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 Active participation in battle - you can't just build towers and watch the battlefield passively. Key to victory lies in
constant buffing you turrets and cleverly using special abilities.

 Diverse gameplay - from defending evacuation convoys and participating in an ambush to breaking through enemy
defenses and fighting giant bosses.

 Heroes - in addition to the player, storyline develops around several persons, who actively participate in both dialogs and
combat - each of them can be sent into the battle. Sniper, machine gunner and even a flamethrower tank will aid you
with defeating enemies.

 Special abilities - In addition to building guns on the battlefield, in the arsenal of defense there are barricades, slowing
down nets, mines, rockets and even a tactical slowdown!

 Weapons specialisation - different towers work better agains different enemies. For example, a machine gun will do
nicely against infantry, and cannons will lay waste to enemy tanks.

 Hardcore - this game will make you sweat, but if you want to have some casual fun, you can always select the easy
mode.
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This game is something that you need to experience...it's not necessarily good but it's not bad either...it just IS. If you're very
confused, don't worry that's normal.. full control of the throttle and body dont crash you will burn. Love this game, but I can't do
powermove even I rotate the joystick really really hard!
I play the game on PC, and use xbox wires gamepad ...

neither have powermove in infinity mode nor story mode
and i try play this game under Pig picture and window screem, but the problem still..

there are many players have same problem on this game. anyone can slove it?
plz... I don't like anytime I play it my powermove score always "0"...
what can I do?
. Warning there are NO golden touches in this game and only mild nudity. purchased tundra and installed does not show up in
game. Really enjoyed playing this in co-op.
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no one plays anymore.. Its like your driving on ice.. ive played some bad racing games. Well this one tops it off. omg
horrible.Did a 6 year old code this overnight?With his mom?. Interesting time/life management game.
Could use more content, but I guess this is what Early Access is for.
The engine seems functional so I don't think adding new content will be problematic.. Absolutely fantastic!! If you liked the
original game then DEFINITELY PICK THIS UP. I swear, every dlc released for this game gets more tragic. Every one adds
more human element AS WELL AS new game mechanics (which are built upon beautifully in STORIES). also the addition of
narriative adds something the vanilla game did not have much of, and is well executed. BEAUTIFUL GAME. really
unparalleled level of gravity, not only among indie\/side scroller\/crafting games, but really one of the heaviest games with the
most heart among all video games to date.. Bought the game, installed it, started it up.
Graphically not very impressive, but ok, not horribly so and the graphics don't make the game.
Starting a new game isn't very intuitive, I had to fiddle about a bit before finally managing to A) create an account with my
name on it and B) start story mode. Not very good but ok, a lot of good games have their own little problems.
Finally got ingame...
Got nothing except 'Go and speak to Benjamin Dover'
Ben Dover.... heh... i should have named my character Ivor Biggun.
Wandered for a few minutes, found Ben..
'Here's 5000 credits, go forth my son and do whatever' (not the actual dialogue but good enough for illustrative purposes.)
Passed the EVA suit storage, realised you could actually take off your EVA suit.
Took off EVA suit, entered airlock, closed inner door, opened outer door, wandered around outside for a few moments.
No horrible decompressive death, no warnings of pending horrible decompressive death, just a gradually decreasing health bar...

Seen enough. Uninstalled game, requested refund, wrote this.

Totally not recommended, Do Not Buy This!. I simply love this game. Its all about micromanaging your business. You need
another workshop? Build it but are the people satisfied? No? Then take care of their needs or no one will work for you! Be sure
to remember about housing!
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